Attenuation of multiples has been an important problem in marine seismic exploration. Conventional OBC data not only includes the surface-related multiples, but also contains the internal multiples. Since the acquisition method of OBC data is the receivers laying on the ocean bottom and shots on the ocean surface, conventional internal multiple suppression methods are difficult to deal with the OBC data. This bings a lot of trouble to the actual data processing. The paper uses the interferometric redatuming to deal with OBC data. It can reconstruct the wave-field of OBC data and form the virtual-shot(VS) gathers, which look like the conventional seismic data with the shots and receivers on the ocean bottom. The internal multiples of OBC data can be steered into the surface-related multiples and internal multiples of the virtual-shot gathers to deal with.
Introduction
Ocean-bottom cable(OBC) seismic exploration (Brian, et al, 2000) is developed in recent years. Its acquisition system is different from the conventional marine seismic exploration. The system of shots and receivers which are displayed on the ocean floor is conventional marine seismic exploration, but OBC's is the system of shots on the ocean floor and receivers on the ocean bottom. In this way, the quality of OBC data can be greatly improved and the imaging of geological structure becomes better.The OBC data not only includes the surface-related multiples, but also contains the internal multiples. Conventional internal multiple suppression methods (Wang, et al,2011) are difficult to remove the internal multiples in OBC data. A lot of trouble has been brought for the subsequent processing and interpretation. And so far, the study on the internal multiples of OBC data is little. We analyze the characteristics of the OBC acquisition system and the method of interferometric redatuming to study the problem about attenuation of the internal multiples in OBC data. Through interferometric redatuming, it makes the internal multiples of OBC data steered into the surfacerelated multiples and the internal multiples of the virtual-shot(VS) gathers. Then the conventional multiple-suppression methods can be used.
Theory
The internal multiples of the OBC data contain two parts: part-one is related with the ocean bottom and part-two is related with the deep layers. It gives: In this way, the records obtained with shots at the ocean surface and receivers on the ocean bottom are steered into the virtual-shot gathers which look like the shots and receivers at the ocean bottom simultaneously. Then the conventional multiple-suppression methods can be used to deal with the multiples in the virtual-shot gathers.
Examples
A subsurface model is used to generate the OBC data as shown in Figure 1a . Figure 1b is a single shot of the OBC records. Through interferometric redatuming, it can generate the virtual-shot gathers of the OBC data as shown in Figure 1c . In this way, the shots and receivers of the virtual-shot gathers are on the same surface. The internal multiples of OBC data are steered into the surface-related multiples and the internal multiples of the VS gathers. Figure 1d shows the predicted surface-related multiples of the VS gathers. Then the predicted surface-related multiples of the VS gathers can be steered into the internal multiples of the OBC data through convoluting the water-spread operator, as shown in Figure 1e . Last, substracting the internal multiples obtained, the result is shown in Figure 1f .
Conclusion
Interferometric redatuming makes the internal multiples of OBC data steer into the surface-related multiples and internal multiples of virtual-shot gathers. The asymmetric travel time becomes 
